
Culich�'� Urba� Kitche� Men�
8155 Arroyo Cir 11b, Gilroy, United States Of America

+16692398023 - https://culichisgilroy.com/

Here you can find the menu of Culichi's Urban Kitchen in Gilroy. At the moment, there are 17 dishes and drinks
on the food list. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What Jessie Nestor Villagomesa Gacer likes

about Culichi's Urban Kitchen:
Today we celebrated the birthday of a dear friend Amos, and the Culichis Urban Kitchen helped us make this day
rememorable and very special. Thanks Gaby for the exceptional service. 5 stars for all of Culichis Urban Kitchen
especially Gaby who kindly attended us. read more. When the weather conditions is pleasant you can also eat

and drink outside. What Cris Morales doesn't like about Culichi's Urban Kitchen:
I visited with a group of friends and the food was ok.. The vibrant paintings inside are very colorful and

playful..Just the down fall is that at the time of paying they added an extra charge because they hadn't upgraded
their menus since covid...I felt some sort of way. read more. Culichi's Urban Kitchen from Gilroy creates for you
fine sushi (e.g., Maki and Sashimi), in addition to numerous additional variations, always fresh with ingredients
like fish, vegetables and meat, and you can look forward to the fine typical seafood cuisine. After the meal (or

during it), you can also relax at the bar with a alcoholic or non-alcoholic drink.
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Sush� Roll�
SUSHI

P�z�
FUSION

Mai� course�
CALAMARI

Sid� dishe�
CHIPS AND SALSA

Starter� & Salad�
FRIES

Sauce�
GUACAMOLE

Starter�
SHRIMP TACOS

M�ica�
TACOS

Seafoo� Dishe�
FRIED CALAMARI

Cocktai�
MARGARITA

Drink�
DRINKS

Condiment� an� Sauce�
SALSA SAUCE

Restauran� Categor�
MEXICAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
ROAST BEEF

Ingredient� Use�
SEAFOOD

SHRIMP

MEAT
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Opening Hours:
Tuesday 12:00 -20:30
Wednesday 12:00 -20:30
Thursday 12:00 -20:30
Friday 12:00 -21:30
Saturday 12:00 -22:00
Sunday 12:00 -20:30
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